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Experience during the past decade in Cuba, the Dominican Repub
lic, Indochina, the Congo, and other such hot spots has been varie
gated enough to provide some ground for generalizing about the role 
an intelligence agency should play in the U.S. effort to combat "wars 
of national liberation." This is the field in which U.S. security is 
for some time to come, under conditions of nuclear stalemate, most 
likely to be challenged, as the Soviet Union, Red China, and Cuba 
exploit for their own purposes dissension, turmoil, and impatience 
for reform in Latin America, Africa, the Near East, and Southeast 
Asia. No set of rules can be universally applicable to all the diverse 
situations that now exist and will arise, but an outline of the part 
a civilian clandestine service should take· in helping meet these chal
lenges can at least serve as point of departure in preparing to con
front a particular one of them. To suggest such an outline is the 
purpose of this article. 

Cadre Phase 

The Communist-instigated "war of liberation" begins with a period 
in which the local Communist party or the local residenturas of 
the KGB or Chinese or Cuban intelligence service are spotting, assess
ing, and recruiting candidates for guerrilla training and political 
indoctrination. When such an agent has been recruited he is sent 
for his training to the Soviet Union, China, or Cuba, usually via a 
devious clandestine route. A Peruvian traveling to the guerrilla war
fare schools in Cuba, for example, may fly, using his Peruvian passport, 
first to Paris, where his contacts from the Cuban intelligence service 
meet him and give him a Cuban passport with which to travel Paris
Prague-Havana. The record in the bona fide Peruvian passport thus 
shows no travel to Communist countries. After three to six months' 
training in Cuba he reverses these steps and returns to Peru as one 
of the hard-core cadres charged with preparing the insurgency. 
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In this phase six aspects of the clandestine service mission can be 
specified: 

To find out what persons and procedures are used in selecting 
candidates for training and then to penetrate this spotting, 
assessment, and recruitment machinery in order to identify 
the cadres. . This effort will include penetration of the local 
Communist party . . 

To identify and counter, using counterintelligence technique.~, 
cadre-phase operations of the Soviet, Chinese, or Cuban intelli
gence residenturas. 

To expose publicly what the Communists are doing and how, 
and to show how the people of the country can contribute 
to resisting them. 

To seek by political-action measures to orient and motivate the 
host government to cooperate in clandestine operation!> again1,t 
the cadre buildup and in preparations for combatting later 
phases of the insurgency. This means that the government 
must have or develop an effective security agency with arrest 
powers and counterintelligence competence, sufficiently secure 
for liaison with the U.S. service. Ideally this agency should 
maintain travel controls over all citizens going abroad. 

To conduct, if necessary, political-action programs to put teeth 
into the country's anti-subversive laws. The government must 
be able to neutralize subversives not by sending them into 
exile but by putting them in jail. 

To help the country's military or police forces establish and train 
a crack guerrilla-killer unit to be deployed tactically in later 
phases. The unit should not exceed battalion size, about 200 
men; its strength should lie in the quality of its personnel, 
their training and leadership, and in its mobility, fire power, 

. communications, and tactics. 

Incipient Phase 

When the guerrilla trainee returns to his homeland he is usually 
tied into the local Communi.~t party or the Soviet, Chinese, or Cuban 
intelligence residentura to get funds and guidance in developing the 
support structure for an active guerrilla campaign. (Sometimes his 
support and guidance come from an adjacent country.) In this incip
ient phase the returned agent begins his procurement of weapons, 
ammunition, and safehouses and settles on a rural area, for his initial 
operations. Within this area he picks a location for his base camp 
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and begins lo cultivate the sympathies of the peasantry around it 
within radius of a six-hour march. He will need th<'.sc peasants for 
logistical support and tactical intelligence. 

When the groundwork is completed, the agent moves in with five 
to ten <.'Ompanions. After orienting itself in its surroundings, this 
incipient guerri:Ja band begins its political indoctrination of the peas
ants and the terrorizing with raids and burnings of all who remain 
hostile. Gradually it gains new recruits. trains and equips them, 
and puts them into the field. When it has grown to more than 20 
men and survived what initial measures the conventional military 
or police forces could take against it, ii has matured as a guerrilla 
unit and completed the incipient phase. 

In this phase, the U.S. service, if feasible jointly with the govern
ment's security agency, should undertake the following kinds of 
operations: 

Identify the guerrilla agent as he returns from training or as 
soon thereafter us possible. Sources mny be travel-control data 
or penetrations of the Communist party or recruitment ma
chinery. 

Identify rural and urbnn sofehouses established in support of 
the guerrilla program. This can be done through surveillance 
of the returning agent, through penetrations, or through inform
ant nets set up in likely rural areas ( see below). 

Identify and block the guerrilla's channels for arms and ammu
nition procurement. This can generally be done by the gov
ernment's customs and border patrol forces. Intelligence pene
trations will help. 

Survey rural areas suitable for guerrilla bands and gather terrain 
intelligence, with emphasis on such things as water sources, 
potential ambush sites, and possible drop zones for the guerrilla
killer unit. Bear in mind that the guerrilla usually cannot 
operate farther than a six hours' march from his base. 

Establish highly selective informant networks in potential guer
rilla areas os a source cf tactical intelligence for the guerrilla
killer unit if guerrillas do begin operations there. Such a net
woric: can be handled by the police units in the area in question, 
or some other apparatu~ can be set up for this essential job. 

~fount organized, profcssionnl civic-action programs to promote 
loyalty to the government among the populace of potential 
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guerrilla areas. C,onvince the people that steps are being taken 
lo right sociul, economic, and political wrongs. 

Begin guerrilla-kiUer operations us sooo as intelligence indicates 
the presence of an incipient guerrilla band. Tactics are sus
tained pursuit, ambushes, destruction of the base camp, denial 
of water and supplies, and finully direct c.-onfrontDtion in a 
fire fight. Nothing is so effective in stopping the development 
of guerrilla hands as eliminating those who have just finished 
training and taken to the Seid for the first time. 

Operational Phase 

If the guerrilla movement is successful, in spite of all countermeas
ures taken during the cadre and incipient phases, in establishing 
several bands of twenty or more men each in some region, ii has 
become a real threat to the t-ountry. In this operational phase, the 
guerrillas try to consolidate their control of the region. Though they 
keep the individual bands compartmented, they coordinate their 
activities so as to make the maximum political and tactical impact on 
the area. They may thus drive the government forces out of the 
area completely; at least they break down the government's control 
over it al night. Area consolidation, in tum, enables the guerrilla to 
expand his supply mechanism, improve his collection of tactical intel
ligence, and obtain new recruits for his units. 

This, in essence, is tl1e lactic Fidel Castro used so successfully when 
he went into the Sierra Maestra. It is also what the FALN did in 
Falcon state in Venezuela. The longer t11e guerrillas can keep operat
ing in one area, the more likely they are to consolidate n political 
and operational base there and then hreak out to other areas. When 
they get to the point that they CDn move with ~ome freedom at 
battalion level in an area, the operational phase of insurgency gives 
way to one of covt~rl warfare. 

During the operational phase, the U.S. clandestine service and the 
host government need to take the following actions: 

Intensify the effort lo get intelligence on the guerrillas' strength, 
disposition, and plans. 

Step up counterintelligence operations against the guerrillas' 
logistic support apparatus. 

Mount psychological operations to keep the pro-government Bame 
of resistance alive in g11errilla•controlled areas. A portion of 
the psychologiCDI effort should also be targeted against the 
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insurgent~ themselves, offering them rehabilitation if they sur
render. ( Those who do should be sent to training centers for 
vocational and political reor~entation. ) 

Intensify civic-action programs in the areas adjacent to those 
the guerrillas hold in order to prove to the populace in both 
that sustained coo~ration with the government will produce 
a better and freer economic and social way of life than the 
guerrillas can offer. 

Step up the number and intensity of guenilla-lciller operations, 
ming the killer unit at maximum capacity to eliminate guer
rilla bands in fire 6ghts. Give victories wide publicity in all 
media throughout the country. 

If the guerrillas arc receiving logistical support from a contiguous 
country, and if their supply depot~ there can be identified, 
mount hit-and-run commando raids against them. Whether 
the commandos are drawn from the military establishment of 
the country in question or brought in for the purpose from a 
third t'OUntry, they should use bandit cover in order to provide 
for plausible denial. ~everthcless the raids, in addition to 
their primary objective of destroying the depots, are intended 
to call attention to the supplying nation's interference in the 
affairs of its neighbor. 

Establish population controls, giving priority to districts adjacent 
to the guerrilla area. The key item in the control system is 
an identi6cation document issued within a limited time to all 
residents of a given area. This census certification, as it were, 
not only malces it more difficult for guerrillas to pass themselves 
off as innocent local fannl'.rs during the daytime but provides 
a point of departure for .systematic counterintelligenoe opera
tions. 

Organi7.c populur self-defense forces, or citizens' militia, in dis
trict~ adjacent to the guerrilla areas. Contzolled by the con
ventional military establishment and properly motivated, these 
forei!s can contribute to containing the guerrill~ through a 
strategic hamlet program, creating strong points for protection 
of the people nnd a,; bases for offensive operations. 

Bring the conventional military fon.-es into full play in large 
sweep and encirclement operations mounted in coordination 
with the guerrilla-killer unit. As the guerrillas are dispersed 
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by the sweep and arc heading for safe areas the guerrilla
killer force can both set up ambushes and engage In hot pur• 
suit. With its superior training and equipment it should gen• 
erally outrun and outfight the scatter:ng guerrilla. 

Covert Warfare Phase 

\Vhen the insurgents get to operating in battalion strength in two 
or more large regions and running raids and terror into other areas 
in preparation for expansion, when p:tched fire f:ghts are held between 
them and the governmer.t's conventional troops and the latter begin 
to suffer heavy losses, when a guerrilla-killer force of battalion size 
is no longer adequate, then covert war is in full swing, exceeding 
the scope of a civilian agrncy's paramilitary capability. This means 
that the U.S. military establishment must begin to provide the gov
ernment forces with !arge amounts of equipment and send out advisers 
to work with them at company level. 

In this phase there is still, however, more than cr.ough work for 
the U.S. civilian service to do: 

Provide airl:ft capacity, usually under commercial cover, to move 
government forces and supplies to combat ar('as or to bring 
in mercenaries as combat troops or as advisers. 

Furnish demolition technicians and other instructors for expanded 
training programs orr.ong the government forces. 

Continue and expand intelligence collection, counterintelligence 
operations, psychological programs to arouse a sense of national 
unity and purpose, civic-action enterprises, and "band:t" raids 
on adjacent-country supply depots. 

Conventional Warfare Phase 

When the enemy decides thot his strength Is sufficient to confront 
the government forces in decisive battle, as at Dien Bien Phu, and 
the United States decides tc intervene in this overt conventional 
warfare, then the U.S. manpower needed can come only from the 
defense establishment. At this point the civilian intelligence agency's 
resources in the country are put at the disposal of the U.S. military 
commander. At his direction they will carry out intelligence collec
tion, counterintelligence operations, and covert psychological and 
political programs. Their paramilitary operations will be redirected 
to raids and harassments, the promotion of escape and evasion, and 
the development of resistam;c nudei in the enemy's rear. 
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Apologia 

Faced with almost any concrete situatio:-,, this general statement 
will be found at many points inapropos. In some ways it is too 
incomplete, in others too inclusive. It is not meant to imply, for 
example, that a U.S. c!andestine service should direct overt propa
ganda or civic action campaigns if the appropria:e U.S. agencies are 
there to do these things. But in some times and places it must. 

The outline calls for some actions that have been tried in the past 
in concrete situations and have failed. But it may be the situation, 
not the course of action, was wrong. Or maybe the actions were 
carried out less than perfectly. 

The outline com:cntratcs on the rural aspects of insurgem.")'. TI1is 
does not mean that urban terrorism is of little importance. But Mwars 
of nationa! liherationM must take and hold territory if they are to 
succ.-ccd, and there is estublishcd doctrine competent to deal with 
urban terrorism as an adjunct to insurgency. 

We hope, as we said, that our generalizations may be useful as a 
point of d,-parturc. Rut if the essay even contributes to focusing 
thought on the problems that occasionl'd it, it will, despite aclcnowl
edgcd limitations, serv~ a purpose. 
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